
Our Expertise | People Strategy And Consulting

Whether it’s a full HR transformation, a specific business process or a part of your people strategy, Parisima’s 
consulting solutions are tailored to address your challenges and to integrate into your end-to-end employee 

lifecycle. Parisima is expert at transforming recruitment and HR, building high performing organisations 
with high performing teams.

HR Consulting
Parisima can assist organisations across a variety 

of people transformation engagements, from 

diagnostic work to reviewing and assessing 

existing frameworks against best practice 

through to full people aligned operating model 

changes and the design of new delivery models 

for HR.

Organisational Effectiveness

Ensuring that your organisation is structured in 

the right way, aligned to overall business strategy 

and objectives, is the foundation on which to 

build and improve business efficiency and 

effectiveness. Whether triggered by the need to 

improve service delivery or specific business 

processes, or as a result of a new business 

direction, Parisima’s Organisational Effectiveness 

capability offers the expertise required to help 

you review, define and implement solutions. The 

end-to-end solutions incorporate robust 

diagnostics, design and implementation 

methodologies with a focus on delivering both 

strategic and operational outputs that ensure 

immediate impact.

HR Operations

Translating HR Strategy into operational 

day-to-day is often more challenging that coming 

up with the strategy itself, requiring a specific 

focus on change and project management as well 

as infrastructure design and framework 

implementation.

This may include: reviewing, updating or 

relaunching HR policies and processes; creating 

competency frameworks; or project managing the 

launch of a particular HR project or initiative. 

Parisima’s approach is both flexible and agile, 

supporting you on specific short term 

engagements or on a longer terms basis.

Recruitment Transformation
Talent Acquisition is critical to the success of any 

business and Parisima works with organisations 

to transform their recruitment from an 

administrative cost to a strategic enabler which 

delivers value to the business. Parisima redesigns 

your processes and technology, builds sourcing 

channels and develops teams, transforming your 

recruitment into world-class talent acquisition. 

We utilize our Recruitment Diagnostic 

methodology to analyse performance and 

determine the process and technology changes 

that are required. Once agreed, these changes are 

then implemented within the Recruitment 

department, and rolled out across the 

organization. We work with key stakeholders to 

understand your business and your hiring needs, 

to develop your employer brand and recruitment 

communications strategy, and we build your 

sourcing channels to ensure you have access to 

the talent your business needs. Parisima will 

redesign your team structure to optimize service 

delivery to the business, rewriting job 

descriptions and recommending KPIs and SLAs 

for every role. 



Parisima will also undertake a detailed 

assessment of your current team to better 

understand their strengths and development 

needs, and map individuals to roles in the new 

structure. Recruitment is critical to every 

business; if your recruitment is not having a 

significant positive impact on your business 

performance, it’s not because your recruitment 

isn’t critical, it’s because it isn’t being done 

properly.

Recruitment Training And 
Development
Parisima’s Building Talented Teams development 

programmes are designed to provide Recruiters 

and Hiring Managers the skills, expertise and best 

practice to identify, assess, hire and build the 

most talented teams possible.

• Modular – the programmes are built in a 
modular way, promoting practical application 
supported by a hybrid coaching approach 
incorporating AMA (Ask Me Anything) sessions. 
This approach ensures it is relevant to a range of 
audiences, whether full training or as part of 
refresher training for experienced individuals
and teams.

• Bespoke – Parisma’s bespoke design approach 

allows tailored programmes aligned to existing 

set up and process, regardless of how basic or 

advanced that may be, so they are relevant as 

possible to how your business operates.

• End-to-End – The majority of programmes of 

this type tend to focus purely on interview skills 

training or one part of the hiring process. 

Parisima’s programmes can encompass the full 

hiring lifecycle from resource planning through 

to on-boarding.

•  Building Talented Teams for Recruiters

•  Building Talented Teams for Hiring Manager

Recruitment Diagnostics
Parisima has developed a unique Recruitment 

Diagnostic process to look at your recruitment 

capability from every perspective and conduct a 

detailed analysis of how it’s supporting the 

business. Parisima looks at every stage of the 

recruitment process, from resource planning to 

induction, using our qualitative and quantitative 

research-based methodology. In addition, 

Parisima assesses the existing team and the way 

they work, giving you insight into the 

performance of your recruiters compared with 

your competitors. The overall performance of your 

recruitment function is then assessed to 

determine the extent to which it is meeting the 

needs of your business. The output includes: 

tactical, strategic and commercial actions.

Talent Branding
Talent brands are all about what makes up your 

core and what your story is all about. Your most 

important assets are your people and the people 

who could and may work for you in the future. 

We’ll work with you to single out the true DNA 

(the story) that makes up your organisation and 

help your recruitment teams become the 

exceptional recruiters you need them to be. We’ll 

help you level-up your talent acquisition team 

whilst keeping them aligned with the overall 

talent brand, including the creative requirements 

involved in the process such as web design, 

copywriting, graphic design, marketing, and 

photography.
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